
5.0 METHODOLOGY 

5. 1 The Main Procedure 

llte main procedure followed can be divided into four steps. The first step is to obtain 
the system of equations form the IEC standard. Then the algorithm is developed 
according to the system of equations. This algorithm is used for writing the 
pr )gramme with Microsoft Visual Basic. The final step is obtaining the required 
output from the programme. The main algorithm (i.e. the procedure for obtaining the 
current rating of a power cable) is shown as a now chart in figure 5.1. 

Calculate temperature dt fference (60) ** See figure A.1 -
[ Calculate dtclcctric loss (wd) 

! 
I **Sec figure A.2 

Calculate A.C. resistance (R) I ** See figure A.3 

Calculate sheath loss factor {I. J) I ** See figure A.4 

Calculate annour loss factor ().2) I ** See figure A.5 

Calculate thennal rcststances T1• T2 .T3.T~ J ** See figure A.6 

Calculate continuous current Ocont) I **See figure A.7 

< 
Calculate cyclic current Ocvclic) 

** ~ee figure A.8 

End 

Figure 5.1- Flow chart showing the main calculation procedure 

* Flow charts showing the procedures of calculating each parameter are given in 
Appendix A. 
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5.2 The System of Equations 

i\ II the equations were obtained from IEC Standards. The IEC 287 -1-l standard 
prvvides the equations for calculating continuous current rating and losses. Thcnnal 
rl'~istances of each layer of the cable design arc calculated using the equations given 
in the IEC 287-2-l standard. IEC 853 standard provides the method of calculating the 
cyclic rating once the continuous current rating is calculated according to the IEC 
2:--.7-1-1. 

5.2.1 Temperature Difference (69) 

This is the difference of the maximum pennissible operating temperature of the cable 
a1 :d the ambient temperature. The maximum operating temperature is varying 
al'.::ording to the type of insulation used. If PVC is used for the insulation, the 
maximum operating temperature is considered as 70 °c, for XLPE insulation it can be 
considered as 90 °c. The ambient temperature is taken as 30 °c for the above ground 
il ''>tallations and 20 °c for the underground installations. -

5.2.2 Dielectric Losses (Wd) 

1 he dielectric loss is voltage dependant and thus only becomes important at vol tage 
levels related to the insulation material being used. 

Insulation Material 
PVC 
XLPE 

Uo(kV) 
6 
63.5 

'lite dielectric loss should be taken into account for values of Uo equal or greater than 
a1 ove. The dielectric loss per unit length in each phase is given by, 

Wd = ro CUo2 tan8 (I) 

The capacitance for circular conductors, 

c £ 10"9 

18ln(D, I d c) 
(2) 

It is not necessary to calculate the capacitance for cables with shaped conductors 
b.:cause they are only used in cables for which dielectric loss may be neglected, values 
bl' low 6 kV for PVC and below 37 for XLPE. 

5.2.3 A.C. Resistance(R) 

When considering steady conditions there is no longitudinal heat flow in the cable, so 
th.1t it is immaterial what length of the cable is considered when calculating rating, 
and it is convenient to usc I m.The a.c. resistance per unit length of the conductor at its 
n' 1ximum operating temperature is given by, 

R = R'(I + Y, + J',,) (3) 

R' = Ro (1 +a:w(9-20)) (4) 
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R< is directly taken from the IEC 228 when the conductor size is selected from the 
given list in the programme. If any other conductor size is specified, Roper unit length 
is calculated by the programme using the given resisitivity values of the material. 

5.2.3.1 Skin Effect Factor 

Ys 
4 x, 

192+0.8x,4 

2 - 87( 10-7 k, 
Xs - R' 

(5) 

(6) 

\ alue of ks is selected according to the conductor type. These formulae are used for 
b, th circular and sector shaped conductors. 

5.2.3.2 Proximity Effect Factor 

'I wo core and two single core cables, 

y = xP 
4 (d )2 

P l 92+0.8xP4 -:- *2.9 

2_ 87( 10-7 k p 
Xp- R' 

k. is selected according to the conductor type. 

Three core and three single core cables, 
For circular conductors, 

-

Yp 

4 
xP 

4 
192+ 0.8xP 

2 dr + 4 

)

2 1.18 
(dr) '2.~0.31{--; X, ,+0.27 

s l92+0.8x, 

2 _ 87if10-7kp 
Xp- R' 

For sector shaped conductors, 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The value of YP shall be two third of the value of circular conductors with 
~= dx (Diameter of an equivalent circu lar conductor of the same 

cross sectional area) 
S = dx + t 
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5.:!.4 Sheath/Screen Loss Factor (At) 

It is convenient to express sheath/screen losses as a fraction of the conductor losses. 
'lite power losses in the sheath or screen consist of losses caused by circulating 
current (At) and eddy current (At') 

/q=At. +At 
(II) 

T te formula in this section express the sheath/screen loss and for each particular case 
th: type of loss has to be considered is specified. For single core cables with sheath 
b nded at both ends of an electrical section, only the loss due to circulating current in 
th..: sheath has to be considered. An electrical section is defined as a portion of the 
r11c1te between points at which the sheaths or screens of all cables are solidly bonded. 

(a) Two single core cables and three single core cables (in trefoil formation) 
and sheaths bonded at both ends of an electrical section;' 

X =2wl0-7 ln(~') 

Rs is calculated by the programme using the electrical resitivities and the 
temperature coefficients of the material. 
For corrugated sheath, d = 0.5 *(Doc+D.,) 
Eddy current loss is ignored. i.e. At. = 0 

(12) 

(13) 

(b) Three single core cables with flat formation, sheaths bonded at both ends 
of an electrical section, 
Three formulae were given for the calculation of loss factor, one for middle 
cable and two for outer cables. For the calculation it is only considered the loss 
factor of outer cable, which has the greatest loss. 

A· _ Rs [ 0.75P
2 

0.25Q 2 2RsPQX m ] 
I -R Rs2 +P2 + R/ +Q 2 + J3(R/ + P 2)(R/ +Q2) 

(14) 

X m = 2ro I o-7ln(2) (15) 

p X+Xm (16) 

Q = X -Xm/3 (17) 

Eddy current loss is ignored. i.e. l .. t· =0 
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Here it is assumed that all the cables are installed with equal spacing between 
each other along the route. 

(c) Single core cables with sheaths bonded at a single point or cross bonded, 

.. _ R, [ (f31t, )
4

] A., -- g , A.o(l + ll, + t\ , ) + I' 
R - 12*JO · 

( )

174 

g,.; = 1+ ~" (p D)O '+ 1.6) 

p, ~ v!O'P. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

For lead sheathed cables g5= l and the term (/3, t, )~' - can be neglected. 
12 *10 

For aluminium sheathed cables both terms have to be evaluated when 

0 5 ?:.70 mm. 
For corrugated sheath, Ds=(Doc I Dit)/2 Hs 

(i) Three single core cables (trefoil formation) 

A.o _3 m· d 
( , )( )2 

I + m 2 2s 

_o. , =(1.14m 24S +0.33{ .!!._)(092m+166) 

\ 2s 

tl2 = 0 

(ii) Three single core cables (flat formation) 
Center Cable 

A. -6 m d 
( 

2 )( )2 
0 

1 + m 2 2s 

( 

/ )(1.4m+0.7) 
_o., = 0.86m3.os _c 

2s 

/\2 = 0 

Outer cable lagging phase 

A.o =15 m · d ( ' )( )2 
· I + m! 2s 

Lli =4.7m07( ~: r.l6m+2) 
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(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 
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~2 = 2lm33(.!!_)(1.47m+S 06) 

2s 

Outer Cable leading phase 

.Ao = 1. 5 __!!!__,. d ( 2 )( )2 
1 + m· 2s 

~ I 
- 0. 74(m t- 2)n~ · d 0 ~ ( )(m+l) 

2 + (m 0.3) · 2s 

l' ( 

( 
I 

)

(m+2) 

~2 = 0.92m -
2s 

For all above formulae m=(oofR5)* 10-7 

And if m$ 0.1 , 61 =0 . i\2=0 -
For single point sheath bonded installations the circulating current loss is 
ignored i.e. /q '=O 

(d) Two core cables with common sheath/screen, 

(i) For Circular Conductors, 

A,· ~ 16w~' lo ·" (; )'[I+ (~ n 
(i) For sector shaped conductors, 

A,· ~ 10.8w' I 0 " [ 1.48; +I J[ll.Z + [ 1.48;1 +In 

Circulating current is ignored. i.e. /,, '~0 

(e) Three core cables with common sheath 
(i) For circular conductors, 

For Rs $ 100 ~LO/m 

.A, .. = 3R, , 2c I + 2c 
( )

2 ( )4 

R "l+(:w')' d 1+4(:w')' 
For Rs ~ I 00 ~n/m 

A., "= 3.2{t) 2c 10 _,~ 2 ( )2 
RR, d 
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(30) 

(31) 

(32) 
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(ii) For sector shaped conductors (Rs any value) 

/q .. =0.94~(2rl +1)2 I 

R d (R )2 

l + ~ 10
7 

(35) 

In above two cases if the cable is am1oured with steel tapes, the value 

of /,1" should be multiplied by the following factor K, 

[ ( d )! l l K = l~ l- (36) 

l 
d~ ) + d A 

JlO 

This correction is only known to be applicable for steel tapes of 

thickness ranging from 0.3mm to l mm. -
(f) Cables with each core in a separate lead sheath (and armoured) 

Al. = ~ I (R, )2 

l + -
X 

1.7 (37) 

(2s ) X =2ml0-7 ln d (38) 

AI.= 0 

For calculating loss factor for sheaths/screens of other materia~ (Cu and AI) 
same formula is used by replacing the value of Rs with resistances of those 

materials. 

5.2.5 Armour Loss Factor (A.2) 

I heses formulae express the power loss occurring in the metallic armour of a cable in 

tL'JIDS of an increment A.2 of the power loss in al l conductors. 

;\on-Magnetic armour 

The general procedure is to combine the calculation of loss in the armour with that of 
tl 1e sheath. In place of sheath resistance parallel combination of sheath and armour can 
be used. The root mean square value of sheath and armour diameter replaces the mean 

sh-.!ath diameter. 
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'I agnetic Armour 

(a) For s ingle core lead sheathed cables, 

A.2 =At' 

(b) For two core cables (with steel wire armour) 

A.
2 

= 0.62m 2 10-
14 + 3.82Am10 

5 
[ 1.48r1 + t ] 

RRA R d/ + 95.7A 

( c )Three core cables 
(i) Steel wire armour, 

For circular conductors, 

R 4 ( 2c )2 

A2 = 1.23R d-; -.-

(39) 

(40) 

-
For cables with each core in a separate sheath the above value 

should be multiplied by (1-A.t'). 
For sector shaped conductors, 

A2 = 0.358&(
2

r1J
2 

1 
(4 1) 

R d, e77:/0' ]+I 
(iii) Steel tape am1our, 

Hyterisis Loss 

A.1' 
s 2 k 10-1 

~\ (42) 

Rd~o 

k 
1 '\·''. D. I (43) = 
d 

I + 4 

JIO 
Eddy current loss 

A.2" = 
2.25s 2k 2810 8 

(44) 
Rd,j 

A.2=A.2'+A.2" 

In the programme only steel wire and steel tape armouring arc considered. 

5.2.6 Calculations of Thermal Resistances 

The heat path from the cable conductor(s) to the "sink" of heat traverse the following 

it ms in tum, 
\n.,ulation-. Metallic sheath_. Bedding ____. Armour ____. Outer Serving 

+ Ground or air. 
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1 he thermal resistances of metallic portion of this heat path are so small m 
comparison with others that they can be neglected and the list now reduces to, 

lnmlation(T1) -+ Bedding(T2) -+ Outer Serving(T3)-+ Ground or air(T4) 

From figure 2.1 it can be seen that total thermal resistance consist of resistances partly 
in series and partly in parallel, so it is necessary to figure out the values of these so 
c.llled partial thermal resistances. Each partial resistance can be split up into two 
fa.; tors, one being essentially the thermal resistivity of the material and the other a 
ftl "1ction of the material through which the heat passes. (The latter factor is called the 
gLometric factor) 

1 .e dimensions of the cable affect the thermal resistance and calculations can be 
rm de in the case of single core cables, as the heat flow is radial to the core. But 
n llticore cables offer a very complex problem owing to the distortion of the lines of 
h ... at flow. This problem has been resolved by the use of geometric factors. For this 
po gramme the formulae for calculating geometric factors were-ebtained from the IEC 
2~7 2-1. 

\\ ith cables buried in the ground the heat transmitted through the cable passes into the 
surrounding soil. No conclusive evidence is available regarding the nature of heat 
fl ow in the soil, but the basis used for calculation accepts the theory that the ground 
surface above the cable is plain isothermal of ambient temperature, so that all the heat 
generated is ultimately transmitted to the ground surface, which remains at constant 
tc nperature. 

In general soil having a higher percentage of moisture will have a lower thermal 
rc-;istivity and consequently the best heat dissipating qualities, whereas porous or 
''ell-drained soils have a higher thermal resistivity. 

Ft r this programme four types of soil have been considered according to the different 
''.;ather conditions. If there is a variation in soil resistivity over a period of twelve 
m mths, the current rating should be based on the highest value of soil thermal 
n: >istivity observed. 

I he ground temperature is also of importance. However the vanatJOn of ground 
temperature experienced is limited and it is generally sufficiently correct to use a 
cnnstant value. 

\\ ith cables carrying a heavy load continuously some drying out of the soil 
in mediately surrounding the cable may occur, increasing the value of soil thermal 
resistivity. But in this programme, it is considered that soil drying out does not occur 
and the value of soil thermal resistivity remains constant during the operation of the 
ca ble. 

5.!.6.1 T hermal Resistances between One Conductor and Sheath (T1) 

(a) Single core cables, 

T l = Pn ln[ l + 2/ll 
27r d, 

(45) 
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(b) 

For corrugated sheaths, 

_ 1 [( Dit+Doc ) I J t1- - - t - c 2 2 s c 

Two core cables, 
For each core in a separate sheath type, 

T 1 = Pn ln[ l +~] 
21r d( 

For common sheath type, 
For circular conductors, 

T _ Pn G 
~--

21r 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

G is the geometric factor. The calculation of G is given 

in Appendix C. 

For sector shaped conductors, 

1, _ Pn G 
~--

2n 

G=2F 1lnl d3/2rl] 

2.2/ 
Fl= l+ (d +t) - t 

21r ' 

-
(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

( c ) Three core cables, 
For each in separate sheath type, 

T 1= Pn ln[ l +~] 
21r de 

(52) 

For common sheath type, 
For circular conductors, 

T _ Pn G 
I -- T 

21r 
(53) 

G is the geometric factor. The calculation of G is given in 

Appendix C. 

For sector shaped conductors, 

T _ Pn G 
I --

21r 

G =2F2ln[da/2ri] 

3t 
F2 = l+---

2n(d, + t) - t 

5.2.6.2 Thermal Resistances between Sheath and Armour (T 2) 
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(a) Single core, Two core and Three core cables with common metallic sheath, 

T2 = Pn ln[ l + 
2

t 2
] (57) 

2rr D, 

(b) Single core, two core and three core cables with separate sheath for each 
core, 

T _ Pn G 
2 --

6rr 
G is the geometric factor. Calculation of G is given in Appendix C. 

5.2.6.3 Thermal Resistance of Outer Ser ving (Outer J acket) (T3) 

(a) For concentric Sheath, 

(58) 

T3 = Pn ln[ I + 2t3, l (59) 
2rr D, -

***For unam1oured cables Oa ' is taken as the external diameter of the 
component immediately beneath it. ( i.e. Sheath, Screen or Bedding) 

5.2.6.4 External T hermal Resistance (T4) 

(a) Cables laid in free Air, 

(i) Cables protected fonn direct solar radiation, 

T4 

h 

I 

tr!)r'h(6.0, )025 

z 
--.-+ E 
(D, )g 

The values of Z,E,g for black surface are given in the Appendix D. 
For corrugated sheaths, De "=(Doc+2tJ)* I o·3 

A simple iterative method is used to calculate (6.9s)0
·
25 is given in 

Appendix C. 

(ii) Cables directly exposed to solar radiation, 

T4 

h 

I 

trDt'h(6.0, )02S 

z 
( 

• +E 
Dt )g 

A simple iterative method is used to calculate (6.8s)025 is given in 
Appendix C. 
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(b )Cables buried in the ground, 

(i) Single isolated buried cables, 

T4 = Pr4 ln(u + .JU'2=1) 
2n 

U = 2LIDe 
For U> lO, 

T4 = Pr4 ln(2U ) 
2n 

(ii) Group of buried cables 
Two Single core cables 

T4 = Pr4 (ln(2U) - 0.451) 
2n 

For U< 5, T4 0 

Three single core cables, 

T4 = Pr 4 (0.475ln(2U) - 0.346) 

For U< 5, T4 = 0 

-

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

For trefoil formation L is measured from the surface of the ground to 
the center of trefoil group. 

5.2.7 Permissible Continuous Current Rating of the Cable (Icont) 

(a 1 Cables in air (protected from solar radiation) and directly buried in the ground 
(\\ here soil drying out docs not occur) 

- [ j.O - WJ [0.5T + n(T2 T3 + T4 )] ]
0

.
5 

Icom- R~ + nR(J + J.., )T
2 

+ nR(J + J.., + J.
2 

XT
3 

.L T
4

) 
. (69) 

(b 1 Cables in air and directly exposed to solar radiation, 

_ [ 68-W,, [0.5~ +n(T2 + Tl +T4 )] - aD; IIT4 ]
0

.
5 

Icont- RT + nR, (1 + A., )T
2 

+ nR(l + A., + A.
2 

XT
3 

+ T
4

) 

5.2.8 Cyclic Rating (l cyclic) 

(70) 

Ft•r this programme only isolated circuits have been considered. Calculation is 
' arying according to the details known about the daily load cycle. Here it is 

ct,nsidered that only the loss load factor (!l) of the load cycle is known. (Which can be 
cc~ lculated using the hourly load value for 24 hours). First the cyclic rating factor (M) 
j.., calculated. 

M 
(1 - k(I - ,u Xt - /3(6)))05 (71) 
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{J)T4 

Where k = ()(oo) 
1 2) 

;..t- - I r· 
24 ;.o ' , ( 

J )
2 

Yi = I 

J max 

The daily load cycle is first expressed as 24 hourly values by scaling the whole cycle 
so that its maximum value is equal to unity. The magnitude of each hourly value is 
th .!n squared to give 24 values representing the cycle of cable joule losses. 

-£1( - D; J 
fJ(i) = 16181 

21{~~r;· 
3600i (72) 

I he method of calculating the exponential integral Ei(x) is given in Appendix C. 
Cyclic rating is calculated by multiplying the continuous cl!P"ent rating by the cyclic 
rating factor. 

lcyclic= M * Icont (73) 

5.3 Assumptions made in the Current Rating Calculation Procedure 

• Soil drying out docs not occur. 
• Conditions do not vary along the cable route. 
• No axial heat transfer takes place. 

• Ground ambient temperature remains constant. 

• Charging current of the cable is not considered as unit length of cable is 
considered for calculating the ratings. 
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